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I. INTRODUCTION 
The objectives of this research were to provide experi- The principal portions of the experimental data are 
mental data and analytical results as input information for correlated by analyses using the Purdue Plane Structures 
use in design specifications for metal-plate-connected, Analyzer (PPSA) (11) in order to develop the parameters 
parallel-chord floor truss designs. of an adequate structural model. The model is then used 
The Truss Plate Institute (TPI) has developed a design to appraise proposed applied design techniques. 
specification, Parallel Chord Truss Design Criteria, 
PCT-80 (15). 1 This study presents an investigation of the 
precision of PCT-80 as a practical engineering tool for the 
design of 4 x 2 parallel-chord trusses. 1. Numbers in parentheses refer to the reference I ist. 
Table 1.1. Truss member data: Grade book modulus of elasticity (MOE) values; MOE from flatwise concentrated load on 1 0-foot 
span; specific gravity, G, at oven-dry weight and green volume; and moisture content, MC, in percent at time of test. These trusses 
had been subjected to short-term tests prior to determination of the tabulated values. 
Grade MOE Upper MOE* lower MOE* Chord Chord Webs 
(1 06 psi) Limit Limit Truss MOE MC Chord G 
UC/LC UC/LC UC/LC Number Chord (1 06 psi) percent G (avg.) 
1.1 uc 2.05 11.5 .48 .47 
LC 2.39 11 .8 .53 
1.90/1.90 2.83/2.83 .97/.97 1.2 uc 1.67 8.7 .42 .54 
LC 2.07 11.9 .60 
1.3 uc 2.00 10.3 .54 .51 
LC 2.69 11.0 .54 
2.1 uc 2.29 6.3 .55 .47 
LC 2.15 6.0 .54 
1.60/1.70 2.38/2.53 .82/. 87 2.2 uc 2.94 6.3 .45 .44 
LC 1.81 6.7 .43 
2.3 uc 2.77 6.5 .58 .46 
LC 1.84 6.5 .54 
3.1 uc 2.13 12.0 .42 .47 
LC 2.33 12.0 .54 
1.70/1.70 2.53/2. 53 .87/.87 3.2 uc 1.53 12.0 .44 .42 
LC 1.45 12.0 .56 
3.3 uc 1.22 12.0 .41 .48 
LC 1.23 12.0 .44 
4.1 uc 1.77 6.9 .37 .53 
LC 2.20 7.3 .43 
1.9011.90 2.83/2.83 .97/.97 4.2 uc 1.95 7.1 .52 .41 
LC 2.14 7.4 .44 
4.3 uc 2.12 7.4 .43 .42 
LC 2.16 7.3 .49 
5.1 uc 2.72 11.7 .51 .48 
LC 2.15 11.6 .46 
1. 90/1.90 2.83/2.83 .97/.97 5.2 uc 2.90 11 .1 .58 .47 
LC 2.80 9.9 .58 
5.3 uc 3.33 11.4 .60 .50 
LC 3.25 10.2 .56 
6.1 uc 1.93 7.0 .57 .49 
LC 1.97 7.0 .39 
1.9011.90 2.83/2.83 .97/.97 6.2 uc 1.86 7.0 .56 .48 
LC 2.10 7.0 .41 
6.3 uc 1.93 7.0 .46 .45 
LC 2.01 7.0 .50 
* Using a coefficient of variation of .25 as given in the DS (2) and assuming a normal distribution, 2.5 percent of all sampled MOE 
values are expected to lie above the upper limit and 2.5 percent below the lower limits. The grade MOE value has been taken as the 
average of the assumed normal distribution. 
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Table 1.2. Connector plate thickness measurements from six 
randomly selected plates from each of the trusses subjected to 
short-term testing. 
Truss Thickness Average 
No. (in.) (in.) 
1.1 .037 .037 .037 .038 .037 .037 .037 
1.2 .037 .037 .038 .038 .036 .037 .037 
1.3 .037 .039 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 
2.1 .042 .041 .040 .041 .043 .044 .042 
2.2 .041 .041 .043 .042 .042 .043 .042 
2.3 .043 .043 .041 .041 .043 .041 .042 
3.1 .040 .040 .060* .060* .060* .040 .040 
3.2 .040 .040 .060* .060* .040 .039 .040 
3.3 .040 .038 .038 .040 .057* .057* .039 
4.1 .037 .038 .038 .039 .036 .037 .038 
4.2 .036 .037 .037 .037 .037 .036 .037 
4.3 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .036 .037 
5.1 .038 .037 .039 .039 .038 .038 .038 
5.2 .040 .040 .040 .040 .039 .038 .040 
5.3 .039 .039 .037 .038 .040 .040 .039 
6.1 .039 .038 .038 .040 .039 .039 .039 
6.2 .040 .040 .040 .040 .038 .039 .039 
6.3 .038 .038 .038 .040 .039 .040 .039 
* Chord splice joints, .059 in. avg. 
SPONSORS AND COOPERATORS 
Strong interest for this study has been exhibited by the 
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) because of the in-
creased use of parallel-chord floor trusses. This coopera-
tive study involved the Small Homes Council-Building 
Research Council, University of Illinois (SHC-BRC-
UIUC); Wood Research Laboratory, Purdue University 
(WRL); and the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment (HUD), who partially financed the project. 
The work was performed at both universities with addi-
tional financial aid from TPI and by the universities' 
shares made possible through integrating the study with 
existing programs. 
HISTORY 
The original program encompassed five separate designs 
of parallel-chord floor trusses furnished by members of 
TPI. The number of designs was later changed to six. 
The first draft of the research proposal evolved in the 
spring of 1976 after several meetings with the technical 
advisory committee of TPI. This draft was submitted to 
FHA for review and comments. From the various discus-
sions and review comments, the study plan was finalized 
and activated by the two universities, TPI, FHA, and 
HUD. Testing began in the summer of 1976. 
TEST TRUSSES AND MATERIALS 
The plan was to receive test units from five plate manufac-
turers, conduct short-term load-deflection and load-to-
failure tests on three units of each design, long-term load 
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tests on two additional units of each design, and test ten-
sion joint specimens using lumber from the upper and 
lower chords of the short-term units. The truss designs re-
ceived for study are shown in Figure 1 .1. 
Five TPI member companies offered to furnish test 
units- Truswal, Hydro-Air, Lumbermate, Automated 
Building Components (ABC), and Troy Truss. Before 
completion of the short-term testing, Troy Truss went out 
of business and their units were eliminated from the 
study. The Troy units were replaced with test units from 
Truswal and Alpine having off-center rectangular open-
ings. These appear as truss types 5 and 6, respectively, in 
Figure 1 .1. 
Upon completion of each short-term load test, the 
truss was disassembled and each top and bottom chord 
was subjected to modulus of elasticity and specific grav-
ity measurements. Several web members were also col-
lected to determine specific gravity. These measurements 
are shown in Table 1.1, along with moisture content of 
the chords at time of test. 
The trusses all appeared to be good to excellent in 
manufacturing quality. Measurements of MOE showed 
the lumber to be above average, with 30 of the 36 chords 
higher than the book grade value and with five of these 30 
having exceptionally high values (Table 1.1 ). This latter 
judgement is based on fitting a normal curve to the visual 
grade E-values and labeling MOE values that lie above the 
97.5 percentile as exceptional. In terms of specific gravity 
the chord lumber also may be judged as generally above 
average. The National Design Specification (NOS) (8) 
value of specific gravity is listed as .55 for Southern Pine 
based on oven-dry weight and oven-dry volume. This 
value converts to .48 on the basis of oven-dry weight and 
green volume to correspond with the values reported in 
Table 1 .1 . Consulting the latter table, it is noted that 21 of 
the 36 chords were at or above .48 in specific gravity. 
The web specific gravity averages reported in Table 1.1 
show 8 out of 18 values at or above the value .48 and 
ranged from .41 to .54. Fitting a normal distribution to the 
average of .48 and using the coeficient of variation .1 0 
reported in the Wood Handbook (16) yields a 2.5 per-
centile of .39 and a 97.5 percentile of .57. The webs as a 
whole would be judged as near an expected average on 
the basis of these figures. 
Plates varied some in thickness among the truss type 
groups but were quite consistent within any truss type. 
Sam piing of plate thickness is reported in Table 1.2. 
TEST FACILITIES 
The short-term tests were conducted at SHC-BRC-UIUC 
and the long-term tests were conducted in a rented build-
ing in Brookston, Indiana, 12 miles north of Purdue Uni-
versity. Metal plate joint tests, also included in this report, 
were conducted at the Wood Research Laboratory, 
Purdue University. 
University of Illinois SHC-BRC 
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Figure 1.1. Truss designs tested in the projects. Actual dimensions taken from the test units. 
TRUSS TYPE 1 
PLATE SIZES 
A: 2" X 3" 
B: 6" X 3-1/2" 
C : 10-1/8" X 3" 
D: 8" X 4" 
E: 5" x 3-1/2" 
F: 4" X 2-1/2" 
TRUSS TYPE 2 
FIGURE lb 
LUMBER 
TOP: SPIB NO. 1 DENSE, KD 2250F ,(344), SYP; 
SPIB NO. 1 DENSE, KD 2250F, (700), SYP, , 
BOTTOM : SPIB NO. 1 DENSE, KD 2250F, (720), SYP, 
WEBS : SPIB NO. 1 DENSE, KD 2250F, (700), SYP 
DESIGN DATA 
TOP CHORD l .l. : 40 PSF 
TOP CHORD D.l. : 10 PSF 
BOTTOM CHORD D.L.: 5 PSF 
i 
B C /0(5'UC'l C A 
~· . ~d===~ ·======:b·: ~: ===t=. j 
E C C A Bl 
PLATE SIZES 
A : 6" x 3-1/2" 
B : 1" X 3" 
C : 4" X 3" 
D: 5" X 3" 
E: 4" X 2-1 /2" 
TRUSS TYPE 3 
FIGURE lc 
PL.\TE SIZES 
A: 1-1/2" x 3-1/2" 
B : 5-1/4" x 4" 
c: a· x 3" 
D: 4" X 3-1 /2'' 
E: 6-3/4" x 3" 
17'-6" ' 
LUMBER 
TOP: SPIB NO. 2 DENSE, SYP, 
BOTTOM : SPIB NO. 2 DENSE, KD 1850F, (403), SYP, 
WEBS : SYP, NO VISIBLE GRADE MARKS 
LUMBER 
TOP : SPIB NO. 2 DENSE, KD 1850F, (73), SYP, 
BOTTOM: SPIB NO. 2 DENSE, KD 1850F, (73), SYP, 
WEBS : SPIB NO.2 DENSE, KD 1850F, (73) , SYP 
20'-11" 
DESIGN DATA 
TOP CHORD l.l. : 40 PSF 
TOP CHORD D.l. : 10 PSF 
BOTTOM CHORD D.l. : 10 PSF 
D 
DESIGN DATA 
TOP CHORD l.l. = 40 PSF 
D 
TOP CHORD D.l. = 10 PSF 
BOTTOM CHORD D.l. = 5 PSF 
D B B 
Figure 1.1 (continued) 
TRUSS TYPE 4 
FIGURE ld 
PLATE SIZES 
A : 1" X 2-5/8" 
B: 3" X 2" 
C: 10-1 /8'' x 5" 
D: 12-1/4" x 5" 
E: 15-3/4" X 5" 
F: 7-7/8'' X 4" 
TRUSS TYPE 5 
FIGURE le 
A 
PLATE SIZES 
A : 2" X 3" 
B: 6" X 3 '1:1'' 
C : 5" X 2'1:1'' 
D: 4" X 21h " 
TRUSS TYPE 6 
FIGURE 1f 
PLATE SIZES 
A: 2" x3" 
B: 6" X 3" 
C: 4' X 3' 
D: 3" X 3" 
E : 1" X 3" 
B 
G: 10-1/8" X 4" 
H: 4" X 3" 
J ; 6-3/4" X 3" 
K: 1" X 6·3/4" 
c 
LUMBER 
TOP : SPIB NO. 1 DENSE, KD 2250F, SYP, 
BOTTOM : SPIB NO. 1 DENSE, KD 2250F, (870), SYP, 
WEBS : SYP, NO VISIBLE GRADE MARKS 
A 
LUMBER 
TOP : SPIB, NO. 1 DENSE, K.D., 2250F, 
BOTTOM: SPIB, NO. 1 DENSE, K.D., 2250F, 
WEBS : SYP, NO VISIBLE GRADE MARKS 
D 
LUMBER 
D 
TOP: TPI NO. 1 DENSE, S-DRY, (335), SYP, 2000F, 
BOTTOM : TPI NO. 1 DENSE, S-DRY, (335), SYP, 2000F, 
WEBS : SPIB NO. 3, KD, (406), SYP 
D 
DESIGN DATA 
D 
TOP CHOqD L.L. = 40 PSF 
TOP CHORD D.L. = 10 PSF 
BOTTOM CHORD D.L. = 5 PSF 
DESIGN DATA 
TOP CHORD L.L. = 40 PSF 
TOP CHORD D.L. = 10 PSF 
BOTTOM CHORD D.L. = 5 PSF 
c 
DESIGN DATA 
TOP CHORD L.l.. : 40 PSF 
TOP CHORD D.L.: 10 PSF 
BOTTOM CHORD D.L.: 5 PSF 
B 
B A 
II. SHORT-TERM TESTS 
PROCEDURE 
At the present time, no uniformly accepted standard 
exists applicable to testing parallel-chord trusses. A 
survey of the literature was made to establish a test proce-
dure suitable for this type of structural component: (a) 
ASTM E6-11-73, Testing Truss Assemblies (3), (b) TPI 
Design Specification-74 (13), (c) Performance Standards, 
joint Industry Advisory Committee on Roof Truss Design-
1963 (6), (d) HHFA-1948 (5), (e) SHC-BRC-UIUC, Field 
Testing Trusses, 1958 (7). None of these test procedures 
was directly applicable without modification; therefore, 
a specific procedure was developed for these floor trusses 
incorporating features from the previously evolved 
methods. 
The trusses were loaded at one foot intervals to ap-
proximate uniform loading as shown in Figure 2.1 . Each 
truss was pre-loaded to design load three times to settle it 
into the test apparatus. The first stage of testing consisted 
of application of the total dead load and recording the de-
flection. Deflection at dead load was used as the zero 
reference point for all subsequent live-load deflections. 
Live loads were then applied in increments of 20 pounds 
per linear foot (1 0 pounds per square foot) at 10 minute 
intervals. After each load level was reached, deflections 
were recorded. Readings were taken at three points along 
the bottom chord (see Figure 2.1 ). This procedure was fol-
lowed until full design live load was reached, requiring 
about one hour·to complete. After recording deflection at 
full live load, the load was then increased to twice design 
I ive load and held for three hours. 
Deflection readings were recorded every five minutes 
for the first 25 minutes, every 10 minutes for the next one 
hour and 50 minutes, and every 15 minutes for the next 
45 minutes. After holding this dead load plus twice live 
load for the three-hour period, the load was reduced to the 
' "-... 1--1 ·,_ 
·-......... 
------
......... ~ ........ ~, ... , .. , 
Art: ~ AO.IUSTAau "lACTION 
AEACTlON DETAIL 
full dead load and held for 10 minutes. Residual deflec-
tion was then recorded. The truss was again reloaded to 
dead load plus twice I ive load; then deflection observa-
tions were recorded every 1 0 psf as the load was further 
increased to failure. Deflection was read atthe center! ine 
scale in all cases up to the point of failure and, in some 
cases, also at gage locations 1 and/or 3. Using hydraulic 
equipment, sudden, abrupt failures were not experienced 
and it was possible to observe the behavior of the struc-
ture after the event of initial failure. It is interesting to note 
that even when an initial plate peel failure occurred, and 
the load dropped back to a lower level, the trusses did not 
completely collapse. Many of them continued to carry at 
least twice design I ive load with one or more connections 
completely apart. In several instances, the lower loads 
were allowed to remain to observe creep or continuing 
deflection. In most of these cases the trusses continued to 
carry a load without further failures occurring. It should 
be remembered, however, that a gravity load behaves dif-
ferently and almost always produces a sudden and com-
plete collapse of the structure, which means that hydraul-
ic tests of the type used here are technically interesting 
but do not necessarily indicate that trusses will always 
have reserve strength. 
A summary of short-term test results is given in Table 
2.1. Three deflections are given for each truss along with 
the corresponding L/360 deflection criteria. Trusses 1.2, 
1.3, and 3.3 had deflection exceeding the L/360 value but 
only in the case of truss 1.2 would this be considered as a 
significant amount. Analysis of this truss, given later in 
this report, shows that truss type 1 was slightly under-
designed for the load. Truss types 2, 5, and 6 deflected far 
less than L/360. These were shorter spans and all had 
chord E-va lues above the design table values. In fact, truss 
5.3 had uncommonly stiff lumber in both chords. 
GAGa AND UMI DETAIL 
Figure 2.1. Typical loading and deflection arrangement for short-term test set-up. loading points and gage location varied 
according to truss dimensions (see Figure 1.1 ). 
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Table 2.1. Summary of short-term test results. 
Truss Design Out-to-Out Allowable Deflection at ll, in. 
ldentifi- load, psf Span, l Depth l/360 (Center) Ult. load Failure 
cation Dl + ll ft.-in. in. in.1 Gage 1 Gage 2 Gage 3 Factor, K2 Typel 
1 .1 .45 .67 .48 2.70 p 
1 .2 15 + 40 21-1 12 .68 .57 .86 .59 2.76 p 
1.3 .48 .70 .48 2.82 p 
2.1 .23 .3 1 .24 2.57 p 
2.2 20 + 40 17-6 12 .56 .26 .29 .21 2.69 p 
2.3 .24 .33 .24 2.61 p 
3.1 .35 .51 .37 2.84 p 
3.2 15 + 40 20-11 14 .68 .44 .63 .44 3.14 PW 
3.3 .47 .70 .48 3.13 w 
4.1 .55 .74 .48 3.46 B 
4.2 15 + 40 22-8 14 .74 .49 .71 .50 3.52 B 
4.3 .45 .64 .43 3.62 B 
5.1 .24 .35 .34 2.74 p 
5.2 15 + 40 17-4 12 .56 .15 .30 .20 2.40 p 
5.3 .19 .28 .15 2.92 p 
6.1 .24 .38 .21 4.38 p 
6.2 15 + 40 17-4 12 .56 .24 .36 .22 4.94 PW 
6.3 .24 .36 .20 4.75 p 
1 L = Clear span. 
2 Uitimate Load = Dead Load + K (Live Load). 
3W = Wood; P = Plate Peel; PW = Plate Peel with Wood; B = Plate Buckle and Tear. 
The complete load-deflection test records are given 
for each short-term test in Appendix B. The first chart indi-
cates the sequence of loading and points out the features 
to be observed. These characteristics pertain to all subse-
quent records in the Appendix. 
The column showing types of failure in Table 2.1 indi-
cates that plate-associated failures were predominant. 
Wood failures occurred in only three cases. Truss 3.2 had 
a shear failure under a lower chord splice in a place paral-
lel to and just beneath the plate. Truss 6.2 had two similar 
type failures, one at a heel plate and the other at the outer 
connection of the first tension web from the same heel 
end. Truss 3.3 experienced a failure (probably initiated at 
a knot in the lower chord) at a location of 1/8 span off the 
center of the truss span. 
The test strength of the trusses was observed to be 
relatively high. The Table 2.1 ultimate load factor column 
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gives the multiple of live load carried at failure, in ad-
dition to the dead load. All values of the live-load factor 
were above the commonly acceptable range of 2Y4 to 
lV2. One truss carried 4.94 times live load plus dead load 
at failure. This is far beyond traditional targets for test 
strength of wood structures. The variation in strength 
which is observed among the type groups is not obviously 
explainable by the measured properties of the lumber or 
thickness of plates. Since most failures are plate-related, it 
might be conjectured that plate details beyond those 
studied here are responsible for these differences. A prin-
cipal objective of the present study was to appraise design 
techniques in current use and these ultimate load tests 
confirm the conclusion that these commercial designs 
performed very well with respect to strength when fabri-
cated with good to excellent lumber. 
University of Illinois SHC-BRC 
Ill. LONG-TERM TESTS 
TEST FACILITIES 
The long-term tests were conducted in a 25ft x 50ft un-
heated, concrete floor slab, wood-frame building located 
in Brookston, Indiana, 12 miles north of Purdue Univer-
sity . Sol id concrete blocks, bricks, and lead weights were 
used to provide uniform loads. Deflections were mea-
sured with apparatus similar to that used for the short-
term tests. 
TEST UNITS AND MATERIALS 
At the beginning of this project, plans were made to test 
five sets of two each of the parallel-chord floor trusses; 
four of these sets were to represent types 1 through 4 with 
specimens randomly selected from the trusses remaining 
after the short-term test specimens had been chosen. The 
fifth and the subsequently added sixth sets were designed 
with an off-center opening. However, off-center floor 
truss delivery was too late for inclusion in the long-term 
tests . A standard floor joist setup was substituted for 
comparison purposes and completed the array of struc-
tures included in the long-term experiment. 
The two 2 x 1 0 pieces for the joist setup were chosen 
from a group of six No.2 KD Southern Pine 2 x 1 Os on the 
basis of their measured modulus of elasticity (MOE). The 
NDS tabular value of MOE for this grade and species is 
1.6 million psi. From edgewise centerpoint load tests on a 
16-foot span, the two pieces selected were very close to 
the tabular MOE. The joist setup involved a 16-foot 
5-inch maximum allowable clear span spaced 16 inches 
on center, supported on 2 x 4 plates and sheathed with 5fa 
inch tongue-and-groove underlayment-grade plywood. 
This sheathing was 4 feet in width and cut into 3-foot 
lengths with the face grain perpendicular to the axis of the 
joists. The sheathing was attached with 6d ring-shank 
nails placed 8 inches on center. While the American 
Plywood Association (APA) "Plywood Residential Con-
struction Guide" (1) specifies 8d deformed-shank nails 
for plywood subflooring, the specified nails could not be 
located among local building materials suppliers. 
The APA Construction Guide specifies J'a-inch-thick 
tongue-and-groove underlayment-grade plywood for 
24-inch-on-center application as with the trusses. After a 
concerted effort was made to locate the J'a-inch tongue-
and-groove underlayment plywood it was found to be un-
available in the midwest area. Therefore, the decision 
was made to use %-inch-thick tongue-and-groove under-
layment on the four sets of floor trusses. The %-inch 
underlayment plywood was cut 3 ft x 4 ft and placed in 
the same way as for the joist setup and nailed 10 inches 
on center with 6d ring shank nails. 
The truss and joist setups were supported on 2 x 4 
reaction units simulating wall bearing on the bottom 
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chords. Wood bridging (1 x 4) was used at the span 
center on the joist unit only. The floor truss setups had no 
bridging. 
The four pairs of trusses were actually assembled with 
a 20-inch-on-center spacing rather than the design 
24-inch-on-center spacing. This was done in the interest 
of safety in making test readings within the limited space 
available for the experiment. However, all loading ap-
plied to the test units was based on 24-inch spacing and 
all data interpretation is made on this basis. Test speci-
men details are given in Table 3.1. 
LOADING 
One pair of each of the original four truss groups exam-
ined by short-term testing was subjected to long-term 
testing. Each truss and joist was instrumented with a 
braided nylon line, scale, and mirror for recording span 
center deflections as shown in Figure 2.1 but with only 
gage 2 used. 
Each truss pair and the joist pair was flexed twice by 
preliminary loading to design dead plus full design live 
prior to initiation of the long-term tests. The dead load in-
cluded the measured dead weight of the test units. There-
mainder of dead load and live load was applied by using 
solid concrete blocks trimmed with bricks and lead 
weights, placed so as to distribute the load as evenly as 
possible but also to prevent bridging of the load units. 
During the preliminary loading, the design load (DL + LL) 
was carried by the truss and joist pairs for a period of 30 
minutes before removing the load. 
After pre-loading, the long-term testing began by load-
ing the test units with dead load (DL) plus Y2 I ive load 
(LL). Here again the dead load included the measured 
Table 3.1. Specifications for the long-term test trusses and 
joists. Truss types are as shown in Figure 1.1 and materials 
details are similar to those reported in Table 1.1. 
Live Dead 
Support Span* Depth Underlayment load load, psf 
element ft.-in. in. subfloor psf TC/BC 
Truss 
Type 1 21-1 14 %"ply 40 10/5 
Truss 
Type 2 17-6 12 %"ply 40 10110 
Truss 
Type 3 20-11 12 %"ply 40 10/5 
Truss 
Type 4 22-8 14 %"ply 40 10/5 
2 X 10 
joists 17-0 Sfa" ply 40 1 0/0 
* This is the overall span of the assembly. The clear span of all 
assemblies is obtained by subtracting 7 inches from this figure. 
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dead weight of the test units and the remainder of the DL 
pi us Y2 LL was applied with solid concrete blocks 
trimmed to precise values with bricks and lead weights. 
These loads were also placed so as to avoid bridging of 
the loading elements. This design dead load plus V2 
design live load was considered, by consultation with 
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long-term test deflection data for the period beginning 
September 15, 1977. The test load is 20 pounds per square 
foot, which is one-half live load. Clear span divided by 360 is 
shown as a horizontal reference line. While the basic time 
axis is in days, seasons of the year are also marked with longer 
vertical line segments. 
FHA engineers, to be both adequate and more realistic 
for long-term testing. 
Selected plated joints on the truss units were spray 
painted to enable detection of possible visible signs of slip 
during the long term testing if they should occur. 
A continuous reading hygrothermograph recording 
temperature and relative humidity was used to monitor 
surrounding conditions as well as a standard ther-
mometer both inside and outside the testing building. 
Readings were recorded to develop deflection history 
data for each test unit and are shown plotted in Figures 
3.1 through 3.5. The data shown in these figures repre-
sent average readings for each pair of test elements. The 
deflection readings were closely spaced in time for the 
first days and then were taken at longer intervals accord-
ing to the observed rate of deflection change. Numerical 
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Table 3.2. Average centerline deflection of long-term truss and joist setups under dead load plus one-half live load. 
Centerline Deflection in inches 
Average of Test Specimen pairs 
Initial 180 368 550 
Specimen Deflection days days days 
Truss 
Set No. 1 
L/360 = .68 .341 .486 .681 .661 
Truss 
Set o. 2 
U360 =.56 .175 .289 .467 .433 
Truss 
Set No. 3 
L/360 = .68 .287 .415 .594 .593 
Truss 
Set 0. 4 
U360 = .74 .337 .482 .693 .677 
Joist 
Set 
U360 =.55 .234 .329 .441 .439 
values of average deflections of test element pairs at se-
lected time points are given in Table 3.2. 
CONCLUSIONS 
All tests units carried their loads for the 1278-day test 
period without signs of distress of any sort. The spray 
painted plate connections showed no visible signs of 
movement within the joints. Strength· of these designs 
seems quite well assured insofar as the performance of 
these good to better test trusses can be judged under the 
selected loading. 
The deflection records of three and one-half years 
show patterns that have been observed for bending loads 
on wood components in previous but unpublished long-
term load test experiments. The floor joist set, Figure 3.5, 
exhibits the creep behavior of lumber. Each spring there is 
a period of creep followed by some, but not complete, re-
covery in the following fall and winter. This is clearly an 
environmental influence associated with gross effects of 
the seasons. Obvious and simple relationships with the 
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788 914 1096 1278 Maximum 
days days days days Deflection 
.801 .762 .825 .843 .876 
.608 .559 .634 .622 .671 
.701 .683 .736 .793 .793 
.825 .780 .850 .864 . 911 
.524 .514 .533 .559 .593 
temperature and humidity records are not apparent by a 
straightforward examination of the data. The joists and 
three of the truss sets, Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, exhibited de-
flection creep beyond L/360 in the second year with the 
trusses showing slightly more creep. The latter effect 
could be due to non-recoverable (but not observable) de-
formation in the joints. Truss type 1, Figure 3.1, crept 
past L/360 in the first year but this is not interpreted as un-
usual since this was the most highly stressed design. 
An over-all appraisal of the deflection behavior from 
this long-term portion of the study, the deflection data 
from the short-term tests, and the analytic investigation of 
deflection in a later chapter, focuses attention on the im-
portance of variation in modulus of elasticity in the chord 
lumber. The trusses used in these studies were good spec-
imens with good to better chord lumber. Considering the 
MOE variation possible in visually graded lumber, these 
experiments suggest that deflection problems can surface 
from time to time even though designs and fabrication are 
within specification. 
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IV. METAL-PLATE JOINT PERFORMANCE 
While metal plates have been involved in many test-
oriented research programs in the past 20 years and their 
reliability as structural connectors is now well estab-
1 ished, some further investigations were considered to be 
desirable as a part of this program. The plate study 
reported in this chapter was presented at a metal-plate 
wood truss symposium held in St. Louis in 1979 and 
forms a part of the proceedings from that meeting (12). 
This study reports the results of 322 tensile tests of 3" 
x 3" metal plate connections splicing 2 x 4 lumber. The 
test specimen (Figure 4.1) and procedure are identical to 
those given by the Truss Plate Institute (14) for plate-to-
wood connector qualification. All plates were 20 gage, of 
the same manufacture, and all were placed in a zero 
degree orientation with the long axis of the specimen. The 
first objectives of study were to observe the amount of 
variation to be expected from metal plate connections in 
terms of both their ultimate strength and stiffness as mea-
sured by load at a standard amount of slip. Further objec-
tives were to observe the influence of specific gravity, 
moisture content, and species on the strength and stiffness 
variables. This is probably the first time for a study of this 
kind and the results are more exploratory in nature rather 
than being statistically based on random sampling. The 
design of subsequent more comprehensive samplings 
can, however, take advantage of the findings of this study. 
LUMBER SAMPLES 
The samples were obtained as opportunity permitted. The 
Southern Pine portion is from five sources. Twenty-four 
specimens were made from chord stock from previously 
tested parallel-chord trusses. This lumber was grade 
marked as No. 1 and No. 2 Dense and was observed to be 
of excellent quality forthese grades. Thirty-five specimens 
were made from chord stock from trusses load tested in a 
study of the influence of heel wedges in triangular-shaped 
trusses. This lumber was all grade marked as No.1 Dense 
Kiln Dried 2250f and was also of excellent quality. 
Twenty specimens were made from No. 2 Kiln Dried 
stock saved as short pieces from a variety of uses in exper-
imental work at the University of Illinois Small Homes 
Council laboratory. This lumber was of lower quality than 
the previously described groups. Twenty specimens were 
made from short trim ends taken from the manufacturing 
I ine at a truss fabrication plant in Indiana. This material 
was quite variable, as might be expected, and also con-
tained the only significant range of moisture content var-
iation in the entire study. The above 99 specimens were 
supplemented by 142 Southern Pine samples from a 
random sample of truss chord 2 x 4lumberobtained from 
truss fabricators in Illinois. The total set of test information 
from these 241 specimens makes up the "Southern Pine" 
data set as identified in subsequent discussion in this 
report. 
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Two sample sets of 30 specimens each of 21 OOf and 
1650f grades of Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) represent Machine 
Stress Rated (MSR) lumber in this study. Full length 2 x 4 
pieces were randomly sampled from a mill in northern 
Alberta, Canada. 
The "Illinois Sample" contained 21 pieces of lumber 
that did not come from Southern Pine species group. 
These were all visually graded material from Canada or 
the western United States. Included were No. 1 and Con-
struction grade S-Dry Douglas Fir, No. 1 S-Grn Douglas 
Fir, Construction and Standard gradeS-Dry Hem Fir and 
No. 1, No. 2, Construction and Standard grade S-Dry 
Spruce-Pine-Fir. 
connector plate+------1~ 
each side 
cross bolt 
reinforcement 
Figure 4.1. Tensile joint test specimen showing direction of 
applied load and instrumentation with l VDT to detect slip. 
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SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND TESTING 
Specimens were made up by joining two pieces of 2 x 4, 
one foot long with 3" x 3" 20-gage metal plates having 
11/32" long teeth at a density of 8 teeth per square inch. 
The specimen and its arrangement for test is shown in 
Figure 4.1. A I inear variable differential transformer 
(LVDT) was used, in conjunction with a calibrated exten-
someter apparatus, to measure slip of the connection to 
the nearest .001 inches. Voltage from this instrument, 
along with an electric reading from the universal testing 
machine, were fed to a computer interface enabling auto-
mated data acquisition. Both the L VDT and the testing 
machine electric outputs were put through an indepen-
dent calibration procedure at frequent intervals to assure 
the quality of data recorded within each interval. 
Load was applied to the specimen using a testing ma-
chine platen speed of .01 inches per minute, which pro-
vided for failure in the desired time range of 5 to 20 
minutes. Readings of load and deformation were taken at 
either 1-second or 1 0-second time intervals at the 
option of the operator. The faster rate was used when finer 
detail of the load-deformation curve was felt to be re-
quired. Figure 4.2 shows a typical load-deformation 
record for one test. The load at .030" total joint slip (.015" 
per connection area) and the ultimate load were auto-
matically determined by the computer. 
The predominant and intended mode of failure was 
peeling of the plate, which is the normal way in which a 
steel-to-wood failure occurs. On some occasions (20 out 
of the 322 cases) the load reached a level that caused ten-
sile failure in the plate itself which is simply described as 
tearing of the metal in, or very near, the plane of the cut 
faces of the wood joint. The load at which this occurred 
was recorded as the ultimate, the same as with the case of 
plate peeling, which introduces some bias in the results 
on the high end of the ultimate load distributions. 
Table 4.1. Basic statistics from 322 tensile plate-connection 
load tests. 
Load 
Stat is- Ult. at .03" Moisture Specific 
Sample tics1 Load Slip Content Gravity2 
Southern X 5101 4569 10.1 .458 
Pine v .136 .123 .349 .130 
N = 241 
MSR X 4871 4223 9.1 .443 
21 OOf v .114 .109 .034 .072 
SPF N = 30 
MSR X 4328 3880 9.1 .401 
1650f v .098 .088 .031 .073 
N = 30 
Illinois X 4667 4196 9.6 .403 
Sample v .198 .175 .066 .116 
ot So. Pine N = 21 
1 x = Average; V = Coefficient of Variation; N = Sample Size 
2 Oven-dry weight, green volume basis 
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Figure 4.2. Typical joint test load-deflection curve. 
Small wood blocks were cut from the 2 x 4 pieces 
close to the plate at the termination of the test to deter-
mine moisture content and specific gravity. When the 
failure occurred due to plate peeling, the test was cut from 
the side of the joint in which this failure occurred. Mois-
ture content was determined by the oven drying method. 
Specific gravity was determined in accordance with 
ASTM D 2395-69 (2) and adjusted to a green volume 
basis. 
The data obtained from each tensile test is identified 
and summarized as follows: 
P u - Ultimate load carried by the connection with 
failure predominantly by plate peeling and other-
wise by plate tearing. 
Ps -Load at .03" total slip of the connection which is 
equivalent to .015" slip at each plate-to-wood 
connection. 
M- Moisture content at time of test, o.d. weight 
determination. 
G -Specific gravity of test wood as determined by o.d. 
weight and volume converted to a green basis. 
S -A gross species grouping variable used in a multi-
ple regression analysis having the value 1 for 
Southern Pine or 0 for other species. 
ANALYSIS 
The basic statistics are given in Table 4.1 in which the 322 
test specimens have been broken into their main groups. 
A significant feature of these results is the relatively low 
coefficients of variation obtained for both the ultimate 
load, PUt and the load at .03" slip, Ps. These are well 
below the values obtained for the commonly used struc-
tural design properties of lumber and are compatible with 
the observation from truss testing that plate connection 
behavior is more consistent from test to test than is lumber 
strength. This could be an important consideration in the 
evaluation of probabilistic methods for truss design with 
more emphasis being needed for variation in lumber 
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properties than for plate connections. The higher coeffi-
cients of variation observed in the 21 pieces of lumber for 
the Illinois sample that were not Southern Pine reflect the 
wider variety of species and grades in this group but are 
still lower than would be expected for strength properties 
of the lumber. 
The Southern Pine sample has been broken into sub-
groups in Table 4.2. As expected, the strength values of 
the connections are higher and more consistent for the 
higher quality lumber. Moisture content appeared as a 
definitely varying quantity only in the truss fabricator sub-
group. Most sample pieces in the total set were stored 
under laboratory conditions for an extended period prior 
to test which accounts for their more uniform moisture 
content. 
Specific gravity, G, which will be discussed more 
completely below, is an important predictor variable re-
lating to the strength values Pu and Ps. The relationship 
can be generally observed by scanning the averages in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Another aspect of specific gravity can 
be noted in these tables which relates to the grading pro-
cesses. The National Design Specification (NOS) (8) 
gives, in Table 8.1 A, what are taken to be average specific 
gravity values (converted to green volume basis) of .38 
and .48 for the species groups of Spruce-Pine-Fir and 
Southern Pine, respectively. The two machine grades of 
SPF reported here had average specific gravities of .401 
and .443, which are both above the .38 value and are ar-
ranged in relation to their grades. This sorting by grading 
machines into ascending specific gravity groups accord-
ing to grade and with the more common grade of 1650f 
falling above published values, such as .38, has been pre-
viously observed in unpublished industrial quality con-
Table 4.2. Breakdown of 241-piece Southern pine sample. 
Load 
Stat is- Ult. at .03" Moisture Specific 
Sample tics1 Load Slip Content Gravity2 
Parallel chord X 5614 4993 7.7 .486 
truss v .116 .097 .090 .133 
N1D, N2D N = 24 
Slope chord X 5502 4886 9.4 .483 
truss v .098 .092 .073 .072 
N1DKD N = 35 
Small Homes X 5085 4517 9.5 .430 
Council v .110 .091 .080 .1 01 
N2 N = 20 
Truss fabrica- X 4430 3884 19.0 .424 
tor assorted v .157 .125 .390 .113 
grades N = 20 
Illinois X 5013 4524 9.5 .456 
Sample v .129 .116 .092 .138 
So. Pine N = 142 
1 x = Average; V = Coefficient of Variation; N = Sample Size 
2 Oven-dry weight, green volume basis 
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trol records. The visually graded Southern Pine (Table 
4.2) also shows a scaling of average specific gravity by 
grade but the published value of .48 relates more to the 
data concerning the dense grades. 
Multiple regression analyses were performed using an 
SPSS (9) statistical package available in the I ibrary of the 
Purdue University Computing Center. The first runs, 
using all of the data in Table 4.1, were I inear regressions 
using ultimate load, P u' and the slip load, P S' as the 
dependent variables against specific gravity, G, mois-
ture content, M, and species group, S. These regressions 
were performed using a stepwise method which sorted 
out the most influential independent variables and in-
cluded them in descending order which turned out to be 
G, M, and S. All coefficients were significant well beyond 
the one percent level, indicating that the species group 
variable, S, was important and that the data should be 
sorted by species for further useful analyses. 
The 241 Southern Pine cases were subjected to the 
same type of analyses resulting in the following 
equations: 
Pu = 6109G- 44.46M + 2751 
with: mult. carr. coef. R = .605 
simple carr. Pu vs. G; r = .563 
simple carr. Pu vs. M; r = - .317 
Ps = 5093G- 47.19M + 2712 
with: mult. R = .657 
Ps vs. G; r = .589 
Ps vs. M; r = - .389 
( 1) 
(2) 
Equations (1) and (2) are predictor equations indicating 
the general nature of the relationships among the vari-
ables. The variation in moisture content among the sam-
ples was generally quite small and could have forced the 
variable M into a much more minor role than it would 
have if more fully distributed. 
A two-dimensional picture of the separate influences 
of specific gravity and moisture content on the variables 
Pu and Ps can be gained by utilizing equations (1) and (2) 
to develop corrections for moisture content and for spe-
cific gravity. The correction is of the form 
P' = P - (x - x)b (3) 
where xis the influencing variable to be eliminated, 
such as M or G 
x is the mean of the influencing variable 
b is the coefficient of the influencing variable 
from equation (1) or (2) . 
As an example, P u corrected for moisture content in the 
241-specimen Southern Pine sample yields P' u values 
adjusted for moisture content deviations from their aver-
age value of 10.09 percent. 
P'u = Pu- (M- 10.1) (- 44.5) (4) 
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Figure 4.7. Plot of ultimate joint strength (corrected for mois-
ture influence by Equation 8) vs. specific gravity. 
When the P' u values are plotted against specific gravity, 
the plot (Figure 4.3) shows the influence of specific grav-
ity on the ultimate strength of the connections with adjust-
ments having been made on the ultimate strength for the 
influence of moisture content above or below its average 
value. The same process yields a similar set of values, P' s 
for the slip load for the 241-specimen southern Pine 
sample. 
pIs = p s - (M - 1 0 .1) ( - 4 7. 2) (5) 
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Figure 4~8. Plot of load at .03-inch slip (corrected for mois-
ture influence by Equation 9) vs. specific gravity. 
These values plotted against specific gravity appear in 
Figure 4.4. 
Equation (3 ) can also be used in a similarwaytoadjust 
the data for specific gravity. 
P' u = Pu - (G - .458) (61 09) (6) 
P' s = P s - (G - .458) (5093) (7) 
The plots of P' u and P' s against moisture content, M , 
appear in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The lack of 
range distribution in moisture content is clearly seen in 
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these graphs and they should be interpreted only as indic-
ative of the moisture content influence. 
A similar set of analyses, beginning with multiple 
regression, was performed using a 60-specimen data set 
consisting of the 1650f and 21 OOf Machine Stress Rated 
Spruce-Pine-Fir. Multiple regression yielded the equations 
P u = 12443G - 536.85M + 4231 (8) 
with: mult. R = .745 
Pu vs. G; r = .737 
P u vs. M; r = - .03 7 
I 
Ps = 9368G - 482.02M + 4482 (9) 
with: mult. R = .767 
Ps vs. G; r = .700 
P s vs. M; r = - .089 
These equations correspond with equations (1) and (2) for 
the Southern Pine sample. Again, all coefficients were 
highly significant but it must be observed that moisture 
content had only a limited range and lacks ability to in-
fluence the dependent variables as indicated by the low 
simple correlations, r, of - .037 and - .089. Even 
though moisture corrections were minor, they were made 
to develop values P' u and P' s to correspond with those 
given in equations (4) and (5) and plotted in Figures 4.3 
and 4.4. The Spruce-Pine-Fir plots of P' u and P' s against 
specific gravity appear in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. According 
to these data the response of either joint strength charac-
teristic to increase in specific gravity appear to be steeper 
for Spruce-Pine-Fir than for Southern Pine. It should also 
be noted that the Spruce-Pine-Fir specific gravity values 
extend over only a limited range because the grading ma-
chine sort on modulus of elasticity also picks up a re-
stricted band of specific gravities. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In spite of some deficiencies in sample randomness, cer-
tain conclusions can be drawn from this initial study. 
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Further studies o.f this subject can be guided by these re-
sults which indicate the kinds and nature of variation to 
be expected. 
Coefficients of variation were found to be in the order 
of 10 to 15 percent for joint strength in all but one lumber 
group, which was a small sample conglomerate of several 
grades. The expectation from this is that variation in plate 
connections will be less important in probabilistic engi-
neering developments for frame products than the cor-
responding characteristics of the lumber. Possible 
exceptions could be expected to occur in very high and 
tightly controlled lumber grades. 
Specific gravity of the lumber is definitely related to 
the strength and stiffness of the plate connections. This 
characteristic was apparent in analyses of all of the data 
and also when the data were broken into species sub-
groups. The possible importance of species with regard to 
the specific gravity effect is suggested by the results. The 
response slope in Southern Pine is different than for the 
Spruce-Pine-Fir data as shown in the regressions ob-
tained, equations (1) and (2) contrasted with (8) and (9), 
and in plots, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 contrasted with 4.7 and 
4.8. 
Specific gravity relationships with lumber grade were 
observed. The apparent ability of the Machine Stress 
Rating process to produce reasonably and tightly grouped 
specific gravities was also noted. It must be recognized, 
however, that only one machine in one mill using lumber 
from a .particular region was involved. Generalization 
cannot be made at this time to include all MSR processes 
and sources of raw material. 
Moisture content has long been suspected as an in-
fluencing variable on connector plate joint strength and 
stiffness. While the data presented here did not permit 
sufficient range for this variable, it did show up as signifi-
cant in the regression analyses and can be observed to a 
degree in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. 
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V. ANALYSIS OF TRUSSES 
The primary purpose of this section is to compare the 
design results obtained with PCT-80, Design Specifica-
tion for Metal Plate Connected Parallel Chord 4 x 2 
Wood Trusses (15), with results using the more thorough 
analyses obtained with the Purdue Plane Structures Ana-
lyzer (PPSA II). The PPSA model for each truss was essen-
tially a simple one with continuous chords and pinned 
webs, but steps were taken to decrease the stiffness of the 
webs to account for plate slip. This was accomplished by 
making several analyses varying the MOE values of the 
webs and choosing that value in each case that yielded 
close agreement between the theoretical and experimen-
tal deflections. Because this modeling matched deflec-
tions with test values, the PPSA spans were made equal to 
the test spans which, in turn, are somewhat larger than the 
clear span used in PCT-80 calculations. 
The analysis focuses on wood stresses and does not 
treat metal plate stresses or their design. The plates per-
formed quite well in the testing phase of the program, 
which indicates adequacy of the proprietary designs used 
by the companies contributing sar:nples. Primary remain-
ing questions relate to the consistency to be expected of 
plates and the possible influences of the high quality 
lumber used in most of the specimens. The study of plates 
reported in the previous chapter furnishes helpful infor-
mation covering these questions. 
Precision in structural analysis depends, first, on the 
adequacy of the model chosen in depicting the internal 
forces and displacements in the real structure and, sec-
ond, on the thoroughness of the mathematical treatment 
of the model. 
The model used by PCT-80 is a pin-connected line 
structure with the loads applied only at the joints to deter-
mine axial forces. This analysis is modified by superposi-
tion of moment equations to estimate moments arising 
from uniform loads over the entire structure along with 
continuity in the chords. Panel spans are quite explicit 
while the over-all span of the model is not always clearly 
defined. To obtain deflections, the truss is modeled as a 
composite beam with the chords acting as the primary 
stiffness elements. No web or other shear function is in-
cluded directly in this deflection model except for a 1.33 
multi pi ier in the deflection formula to account for shear 
deformation of the structure as a whole. An empirical 
factor is used to modify the deflection calculation where 
the rectangular opening is not centered in the span. 
PPSA II is a system which permits modeling in an in-
finite variety of ways and produces a virtual work solution 
of the model that includes forces, moments, and shears at 
all points in the structure, along with a complete descrip-
tion of displacements. The PPSA II model chosen for the 
4 x 2 truss consists of continuous chords and pin con-
nected web members. This model was tuned to the short-
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term design I ive-load deflection values for trusses 1 .1, 1 .2 
and 1.3, in the following way. The observed deflections 
for these trusses were, respectively, .67, .86, and .70 
inches. Average MOE values observed within the chords 
of these trusses were used in the model chords, but re-
duced tabular MOE values from the NOS (8) were used 
for the webs to allow for slip at th~ joints. The reduction 
factor of 1/6 for the webs produced deflections of .67, .75 
and .65, which represents a closer fit to the deflection 
data than 1/7 or 1/5. Factors consisting of whole fractions 
represent as fine ad istinction among factor values as was 
considered practical. The other truss types were treated 
the same way as shown in Table 5.1 with good agreement 
between PPSA II deflections and observed deflections. 
The factors determined by this process ranged from 1/6 to 
1/4 for all trusses. 
Additional and somewhat independent support for 
the PPSA II modeling philosophy can be seen in Figures 
5.1 and 5.2. These figures show the entire theoretical 
elastic curve of the lower chord of trusses 5.2 and 5.3 
along with observed deflections at the centerline and 
quarter points. The agreement between theory and exper-
iment is strongly supportive of the model. It can also be 
mentioned from experimental observation that the de-
flected shape of truss chords under test loads closely re-
sembles the theoretical deflection curve. 
DEFLECTION ANALYSIS COMPARISONS 
PCT -80 estimates deflection at the center! ine of the span 
with the formula 
(1.33) 5wl~ 
Deflection (inches) - 384EI (1 + .015x) 
where w = uniform load in pounds per inch 
Ls = clear span in inches 
E = average modulus of elasticity of both 
chords, psi 
I = moment of inertia of the chords about 
depth center of the truss, inches4 
x = offset distance from center of rectangular 
opening to center of truss span, inches, and 
not to exceed 15 inches 
Application of this formula to the six truss patterns tested 
results in the deflections shown in the PCT-80 column of 
Table 5.1. It must be particularly noted that the measured 
E-va lues for the chords of each individual truss were used 
in the deflection formula. The results obtained with all 
truss types are entirely satisfactory and generally as good 
as those obtained with PPSA II. The trusses with off-center 
openings, types 5 and 6, each had offset distance values 
of 20.25 inches which is beyond the limit and yet the 
PCT-80 deflection formula still performed reasonably 
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Table 5.1. Calculated deflections by PCT-80 and PPSA II are shown along with observed values. Table values of E for the web 
members were reduced in the PPSA II analyses by the fractional amount shown in the right-hand column. Measured values of E in 
the chords were used in both PCT -80 and PPSA II deflection calculations. 
Overall 
Truss Span Depth 
I dent. ft.-in. in. 
1.1 
1.2 21-1 12 
1.3 
2.1 
2.2 17-6 12 
2.3 
3.1 
3.2 20-11 14 
3.3 
4.1 
4.2 22-8 14 
4.3 
5.1 
5.2 17-4 12 
5.3 
6.1 
6.2 17-4 12 
6.3 
Figure 5.1. Truss 5.2. 
0 
U) ] 
.1 
·r-i 
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§ 
·r-i 
.2 
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Q) 
.3 ~ 
\1-1 
~ 
.4 
Figure 5.2. Truss 5.3. 
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PCT-80 PPSA II Observed 
Deflection Deflection Deflection For PPSA II 
in. 
.66 
.78 
.62 
.30 
.29 
.29 
.44 
.66 
.80 
.70 
.68 
.65 
.35 
.30 
.26 
.42 
.43 
.43 
in. in. Web E/Table E 
.67 .67 
.77 .86 1/6 
.65 .70 
.31 .31 
.31 .29 1/4 
.31 .33 
.46 .51 
.63 .63 1/6 
.75 .70 
.75 .74 
.73 .71 1/5 
.70 .64 
.36 .35 
.31 .30 1/5 
.28 .28 
.39 .38 
.40 .36 1/4 
.40 .36 
Theoretical deflections under uniform live load applied to the 
upper chor.d are shown as a continuous line. Experimental de-
flections are plotted with cross symbols. 
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well. Such accuracy is obtainable only with an accurate 
estimate of chord E-values, however, and the deflection 
performance of other trusses will vary with chord lumber 
stiffness. 
STRENGTH ANALYSIS COMPARISONS 
Once the PPSA II truss model was finalized and tuned 
with deflection comparisons, it was then used for strength 
analyses involving live plus dead loads. One truss with 
appropriate E-values for chord and webs was analyzed 
for each trial. Four types of studies are presented: the first 
deals with maximum stress conditions in the symmetric 
trusses; the second with the same subject treatment of 
offset opening trusses; the third with maximum web 
stresses; and a fourth separate study treats concentrated 
load influences. 
For the first two studies, the criterion of importance is 
the combined stress index, CSI, as given in section 3.10 of 
the 1977 National Design Specification (8). The CSI is the 
sum of two fractions where the first is the ratio of axial 
stress to allowable axial stress, and the second is the ratio 
of bending stress to allowable bending stress. A signifi-
cant change in the 1977 NOS from previous versions is its 
treatment of allowable axial stress in the case of flexure 
plus axial compression. PPSA II incorporates a reason-
ably precise method for determining equivalent column 
lengths. It can be generally stated that, in none of the cases 
covered in this report, did the equivalent column length 
to depth ratio in the chords ever exceed that for a short 
column in a highly stressed member. Further, no allow-
ance was attempted for the column reinforcing effect pro-
duced by the attached subfloor. These observations 
should not, however, be immediately extended to 4 x 2 
trusses of radically different patterns or designed for mul-
tiple or cantilevered supports since these variations were 
not investigated. 
The truss drawings received from the industrial de-
signers varied in the amount of supplementary informa-
tion and slightly in the calculation of member stresses 
when these were reported. In order to make an orderly 
appraisal of PCT-80, uniform policies of analysis were 
adopted which produced some slight differences in 
values from those obtained from the designers. Chord 
forces were calculated on the basis of an eighth moment, 
total load, the clear span, and the distance between chord 
centroidal axes. PCT -80 provides for the use of any suit-
able engineering method of analysis provided it accounts 
for bending moment due to loads acting on chords be-
tween panel points, bending moment induced into the 
chords by the over-all deformation of the truss, and 
bending moment produced at a rectangular opening due 
to transfer of shear across the opening. A simplified 
method of analysis is also given in PCT-80 that may be 
used under a given set of constraints as to loads, rectangu-
lar openings, and symmetry. The trusses analyzed here 
meet the constraints except for excess in the allowable 15-
inch offset of the rectangular openings in trusses types 5 
and 6, which were offset 20.25 inches. The simplified 
method of PCT-80 was used in all analyses reported in the 
tables and was applied to all trusses even though types 5 
and 6 do not quite qualify for this method. 
Table 5.2 gives a comparative breakdown of maxi-
mum CSI values in both chords as calculated by PCT-80 
and PPSA II. In each case, a specific truss was used with its 
measured E-va lues for the more complete PPSA analysis. 
The type 1 truss as represented by 1 .1 was somewhat ex-
tended in design by either method of analysis. It hap-
pened that this truss was also most frequently used in 
other investigations because of its popular web configu-
ration and greater span-depth ratio. Other CSI calcula-
tions seen later in this report must be eva I uated in terms of 
the PPSA II CSI value of 1.123 as obtained in this bench-
mark situation. 
A comparison of CSI values for the two systems of 
analysis must recognize the fact that the analytical spans 
are different. The use of clear span with PCT-80 yields the 
lowest CSI values to be expected in practice while the 
PPSA II spans are based on experience in more detailed 
modeling and confirmation experiments with trusses and 
related frames. Chord stresses as calculated by PCT-80 
Table 5.2. Strength analysis of the symmetric trusses. All trusses have 40 psf live plus 10 psf dead loads on the upper chords. Truss 
2.1 has 10 psf dead load on the lower chord; all other trusses have 5 psf. 
PCT-801 PPSA IP 
Upper Chord lower Chord Upper Chord lower Chord 
Truss Force Moment Force Moment Force Moment Force Moment 
I dent. lbs lb-in. CSI lbs I b-in. CSI lbs I b-in. CSI lbs lb-in. CSI 
1 .1 6604 391 .862 6604 250 1.084 6682 537 .916 6682 336 1.123 
2.1 4906 402 .842 4906 220 .976 5095 576 .933 5095 262 1.022 
3.2 5457 323 .890 5457 179 1.057 5540 449 .948 5540 206 1.082 
4.1 6437 392 .843 6437 212 1.047 6520 522 .893 6520 276 1.079 
1 The PCT-80 analyses were made on the basis of clear span (7 inches shorter than the overall span) . 
2 The PPSA II analyses were made on the basis of a span 4 inches shorter than the overall span for all trusses except 2.1. Truss 2.1 
has a single vertical web at each end and span was defined for this truss by the centerlines of these webs (1 Y2 inches shorter than 
the overall span) . 
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Table 5.3. Strength analysis of the off-center-opening trusses. All trusses have 40 psf live plus 10 psf dead load on the 
upper chord and 5 psf dead load on the lower chord. 
PCT-801 PPSA IP 
Upper Chord lower Chord Upper Chord lower Chord 
Truss Force Moment Force Moment Force Moment Force Moment 
ldent. lbs I b-in. CSI lbs I b-in. CSI lbs I b-in. CSI lbs I b-in. CSI 
5.2 4230 1588 .968 4230 1336 1.060 4288 1405 .917 4484 1265 1.077 
6.2 4230 1416 .9 14 4230 1267 1.039 4302 1335 .897 4501 1153 1.044 
1.1 M 3 6520 900 1.011 6520 906 1.388 6621 848 1.047 6614 1152 1.366 
4.1M3 6393 802 .966 6393 683 1.187 6486 806 .977 6486 708 1.208 
1 The PCT-80 analyses were made on the basis of clear span (7 inches shorter than the overall span). 
2 The PPSA II analyses were made on the basis of a span 4 inches shorter than the overall span. 
3 These trusses have been modified from their original symmetric design by placing the center of the rectangular opening at one-half 
the standard panel away from the center of the span. 
are, for the most part, proportional to the square of the 
span and if the CSI values of PCT-80 are multiplied by the 
ratio of the square of the PPSA II span to the square of the 
PCT-80 span, new PCT-80 CSI values of 1.111, 1 .005, 
1 .084, and 1.071 result for truss types 1 through 4, re-
spectively. They compare very closely with the corre-
sponding PPSA II values of 1 .123, 1.022, 1.082, and 
1.079, respectively. 
Table 5.3 shows the results of similar calculations 
with the two analytic methods for the two tested truss 
types 5 and 6 along with two trusses that were modified 
forms of truss types 1 and 4. The latter modification was 
made by offsetting the center rectangular opening by one 
half standard panel. The CSI results bear a similar rela-
tionship between analytic systems to those shown in the 
symmetric truss cases. Adjustment of the PCT-80 CSI 
values for trusses 5.2, 6.2, 1.1 M, and 4.1 M produce fig-
ures adjusted by ratio of squares of spans of 1.092, 1.070, 
1 .422, and 1.214, respectively, which compare with 
corresponding PPSA II values of 1.077, 1.044, 1.366 and 
1.208. This places PCT-80 in a slightly conservative rela-
tive position. It should again be noted that the offsets of 
trusses 5.2 and 6.2 were over the 15-inch limit of PCT-80, 
but this analytic system still appears to be adequate. 
Forces in the first web member are examined in Table 
5.4. The precision obtained for these members is con-
sidered typical of that for the other web members in the 
trusses. The primary column designations of "left" and 
"right" in this table relate to the rectangular opening 
being placed to the right of center as viewed if the open-
ing is offset at all. The first four truss types are symmetric 
and only the left web forces are given. For comparison 
purposes, the clear span was used in calculating the reac-
tion for PCT-80 analyses and the angular position of the 
web members was taken to be exactly the same as that 
used in the PPSA II analog. PCT-80 calculations in the 
table are forces from a pin-connected structure with loads 
concentrated at the joints. These are seen to be slightly 
lower than those calculated by PPSA II. A longer analytic 
span would close the gap between values. The offset 
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trusses, 1.1 M and 4.1 M, which are within 1f2 panel of 
symmetric, show I ittle difference in calculated web forces 
between the left and right ends. 
STRENGTH ANALYSES UNDER CONCENTRATED 
LOADS 
While PCT-80 is specific in Section 202.1 concerning 
concentrated loads, a truss somewhat underdesigned for 
uniform loading was investigated to ascertain its stress 
condition if high but potentially possible concentrated 
loads were applied. Truss 1.1 was selected for analysis 
because of its great span-depth ratio, keeping in mind the 
fact that the basic CSI for this truss is 1 .123, Table 5.2. In-
terpretation of other case analyses of this truss must be 
made in I ight of its basic overstress in the benchmark 
design case. There is no loss in precision in this situation 
since the short equivalent columns of the upper chord 
render the entire structure as being linear in terms of the 
CSI design criteria. Other CSI values from other load 
cases for this truss can be scaled in proportion to the 
benchmark case and to each other. 
An appraisal of floor loadings by the American Ply-
wood Association showed that water heaters and 
Table 5.4. Web member forces in pounds as calculated by 
PCT-80 and PPSA II. The first four trusses are symmetric. The 
last four have offset rectangular openings placed to the right 
of center. 
Truss left Right 
ldent. PCT-80 PPSA II PCT-80 PPSA II 
1 .1 1890 1932 
2.1 1484 1546 
3.2 1474 1498 
4.1 2236 2292 
5.2 1456 1496 1456 1505 
6.2 1456 1507 1456 1516 
1.1 M * 1890 1932 1890 1931 
4.1M* 2236 2290 2236 2293 
* These trusses have been modified from their original sym-
metric design by placing the center of the rectangular 
opening at one half the standard panel away from the center 
of the span. 
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food freezers could apply the most severe, commonly en-
countered residential concentrated loads. From this infor-
mation a concentrated load group was assembled as a 
"worst condition" consisting of two legs of a full 
water heater exerting 325 pounds each and two legs of a 
full food freezer exerting 270 pounds each. The load 
group, including their spacings and resultant, are shown 
in Figure 5.3(a). 
Dead loads for the analysis were calculated to obtain 
reasonably realistic values. The assembly of dead load is 
as follows: 
Upper Chord 
Floor covering ........................ 1 .00 
112" particleboard underlayment .......... 1.67 
%" plywood sheathing ................. 1 .88 
Y2 of truss ............................ 1 .20 
Total 5.75 
pounds/square foot 
24" 
(a) Concentrated locrl groop 
* LJ') 
N 
('\") 
lower Chord 
%" gypsum board ..................... 2.60 
Pipes, insulation, etc. .................. 1.45 
1f2 of truss ............................ 1 .20 
Total 5.25 
pounds/square foot 
In addition to the dead load, 10 psf (% of the floor live 
load) was added to the upper chord in panels outside of 
those influenced by the concentrated loads. In other 
words, panels falling between the furthest left and the 
furthest right concentrated load, pi us the panels in which 
these two loads fall were not subjected to the 10 psf live 
load. 
Thirteen cases of load arrangement were subjected to 
PPSA II analysis. The cases are differentiated from one an-
other by the location of the concentrated loads along the 
span. These 13 positions are indicated in Figure 5.3(b) by 
12" 32" 
+.15" 
(b) Resultant locations 
Unifonn loads 
u.c. 10 psf LL 
5.25 psf DL 
L.C. 5.75 psf DL 
Resultant of concentrated load .group 
12 ~=;szs:z~ 
1 
l I I I<[' I I I I I I I 
1.7 -~ ·~ 
~ .. 
~ -~ .. 1.6 
~ 
-~ ·~ . 1.5 
. -~ 1.4 
~ 1.3 
1.2 
(c) canbined Stress Index for each 
location of load group resultant 
H 
~ 
Figure 5.3. Analysis of Truss 1.1 carrying a group of four concentrated loads (a) representing freezer and water'heater loads. Spans 
not occupied by concentrated loads were subjected to the uniform loads indicated. The load group was shifted to 13 different 
locations as shown by the location of the group resultant (b). Combined stress indices for each of these 13 cases are shown plotted 
below in (c). 
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Table 5.5. Summary of concentrated load analysis for Truss 
1.1. loads and their location on the truss are shown in Figure 
4.3. 
Resultant loca-
tion with re- Calculated 
spect to Span Maximum Center Proportional 
Center CSI Defl., in. CSI 
24"L 1 .51 1 .01 1.34 
18"L 1.60 1.05 1.42 
12"L 1.60 1.04 1.42 
6"L 1.52 1.03 1 .35 
Center 1.35 1.00 1.20 
6"R 1.39 1.02 1.24 
12"R 1.49 1.04 1.33 
18"R 1.50 1.02 1.34 
24"R 1.55 1.03 1.38 
30"R 1.62 1.03 1.44 
36"R 1.70 1.03 1 .51 
42"R 1.72 1.03 1.53 
48"R 1.65 .99 1.47 
the position of the resultant of the four load<;. The cases 
are spread out in 6-inch intervals, one of which occurs at 
the center I i ne of the truss span. 
The maximum CSI occurring for each of the analyses 
is plotted directly below each resultant location in Figure 
5.3(c). The same data are shown in the column titled 
"Maximum CSI" in Table 5.5. The maximum value 
occurs in the lower chord either within the center panel 
or at its right or left end panel point. The points plotted in 
Figure 5.3(c) do not all fall on a smooth curve because of 
variation in the uniform live loads caused by loading only 
by panels. In some cases four panels were occupied by 
the concentrated loads and not given uniform live load 
while, in other cases, five panels were occupied by the 
concentrated loads. These CSI values appear to be high 
upon initial examination, but it must be recognized that 
the truss is overstressed with uniform design loads at this 
span and is assumed, for the moment, to be carrying all of 
the load by itself without a load-sharing effect to adjacent 
trusses. If the floor area adjacent to the water heater and 
freezer was subjected to the 10 psf live load and the same 
dead load, the truss centerline deflection in this zone 
would be .35 inches. This figure contrasts with the deflec-
tion of the truss carrying the concentrated loads which, as 
shown in Table 5.5, ranges from .99 to 1.05 inches. The 
presence of, at least, the %-inch plywood subfloor used 
in this construction will thus force load-sharing in a sub-
stantial amount. A 1972 Oregon State (1 0) study reported 
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by Polensek, Atherton, Corder and Jenkins involving Y2-
inch plywood subfloor and conventional joists con-
cluded that two-thirds of a concentrated load on one joist 
is distributed to six adjacent joists. 
A further consideration relates to the overstress in the 
benchmark truss having a CSI of 1 .1 23. Dividing the max-
imum CSI values in Table 5.5 by 1.123 produces the 
column in this same table labeled "Proportional CSI." 
These values represent combined stress indices that 
would be obtained from this truss if it were designed so 
that the uniform loading 40 psf live and 15 psf dead loads 
l?roduced a CSI of 1.00. Thus, the critical case where the 
resultant of the concentrated loads lies 42 inches to the 
right of center represents approximately a 50 percent 
overstress (CSI = 1.53). A one-third load share to adja-
cent trusses would bring this index down to within al-
lowable amounts. In view of the relationships between 
deflections of trusses carrying concentrated loads and 
realistic live loads (% design) and the known ability of 
floors with conventional joists to pass off two-thirds of a 
concentrated load, it seems reasonable to argue that the 
concentrated load cases studied here do not pose an 
extreme problem. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. PCT-80 deflection estimates are excellent for a wood 
structural application when judged against both ex-
perimental results and a more thorough analysis. Spe-
cific MOE values for the chords must be known, 
however, to attain this accuracy. 
2. PCT-80 performs well in estimating stresses within 
and slightly beyond the range of constraints given for 
application of the simplified method. The analytical 
span for any given case should be clearly stated be-
cause of its influence on the calculated design values. 
3. The analytic span has a direct influence on the 
accuracy of web force calculations. Clear span pro-
duced lower values than PPSA II in every case. 
4. While the imposition of a relatively extreme case of 
concentrated load plus one-fourth of the design live 
uniform load on a truss produces a calculated 50 per-
cent overstress in a truss designed for the uniform load 
only, it can be argued that load sharing through the 
%-inch subfloor can reduce the stresses to acceptabl~ 
values. 
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APPENDIX A. MANUFACTURERS TRUSS DRAWINGS 
(SPIB 1977) 
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TrusWai-Rone! plates are formed from 18 and 20 gauge, Grade A, hot-dipped Qtllvanlzed steel. Plates 
shall be applied to both faces of truss at each joint. Where dlmenslona are net shown, place platu 
symmetr~callf about jomt . Where no sheathing Is applied directly to top chords, they shall be braced 
a1 in:e.-vals not exceeding 3'-0" . Where no ri9ld ceiling Is applied directly to bottom chords, they shall 
be braced at Intervals not exceeding 10'·0 '. All add:tlonal lateral bracing speci fied on lrus:~ is tor 
bractng individual truss member!l only. All permanent bracing for the overall structuru Is to be 
prvvtde~ by dP.Stgn.lr of complete structure. TrusWai-Ronol bears no responsibility for the erection of 
trus 31\S . f ersons ert~<:t : ·n9 trusses are cautioned to seek professional advice regarding temporary 
rrec!ion bracing wh ic.h is always required to prevent toppling and "dominoing". This truss has been 
desig ned to rr.eet applicable provisions of the " Natro :1 al Design Specifications tor Stress-Grade 
Lumber a'1d Its fa<:te~ings" (NFP.A) and "Design Specifications lor light Metal Platt! Connected 
Wood Trusses" (TPI) . Cutting and Fabrication shall be accomplh;hed using fJQuiprn<!nt which will 
produce snug l !'t ing/o ints and plates . Care should be exf'rctsed at :111 t imes to ::;, .. :>id <13maqe through 
cc.reless hanul ;~t g o trusses cJun.1g uniC•oOt rt!J, stonng .3 ild erectt0n . 
LIVE LOAD . 
DEAD LOAD 
CEILING l. l. 
CEILING D. l . 
NO 
Increase for 
40 p.s.f. 
10 · p.s.f. 
p.s.f. 
5 p.s.f. 
55 p.s.f. 
Allowable Unit Stress 
Short Term Loadin!l 
JOB NAME 
~ TEST- F,H.A. f'tfeif/DEPTH S:'AN SF ACING 
TRUSWAL 12" 17'-4" 24 '' 
RONEL DRAWN BY CHECKED 8Y DATE C\. 4/22/77 
r7SZ'O'SAJ FILE NO. 
-~· ·~.?':.'). FTF 1217 '.ES:' 
..(! ···:"': -,·· · ~ ~1itiLb·.l~ 
r..- 31- n 3fl J ou ~v•'I I H :< n o::uu 1 nF 1 
1-'0~1-l..iiJTH 
J?IN! PLAl L SJlt 
P A ~~ ( 2 
• • I L 1- 1 l: l 0 C " T I 0 '~ • • 
• • '1. ** y 
r.: lt; ACCC.i<D .\Il(F ,.Jl!• lPI-74 .A'lO 1'173 -.iDS 
2 :.Pi~ 
S P f , '• 1 7 f T • 6 1 ' ' • 
\ i r, C I t1 G t r T • r• 1 I ~ • 0 !~ C E 1i T l I< 
~rlQ~T if~~ LOADI~~ JNC~[A\fS 
L•; l"'t;t '< ST'IF~~t ~ 11\Cii~f<~lO 
F-l.All t. ATl'l'• 1 - JCH. A ~ tD 
1.00 
1.0C 
T(JP (h0~0 SL OPE: "' Q.JU00/12. 
'l!SHt..t:t fl< '>" LH r f!>j(J ro CUHEfl Of 
oi Y C " ·)-I. 1 ~ P :l ~ l - $ f' A ··1 TRUSS 
IJ N f f 0 I' ,., l 0 ,_ {l i ~~ (i 
1 OP C 110 R 0 1.1. 
Ol 
ROT CHORD Ll. 
OL "' 
TI)TAL LOA;) 
DUCT OPE~1NG ~ FT. 91~. 
ovu~-ALI. DEf'rH 
411.0 f'!;f' 
1{) .(~ I• Sf 
c.o f·U 
1':.fl •· ~. r 
6u.C r sr 
12 IN 
1U X 6 
4 
SJ 4• 3 4 
PH-:;r-ucr 
s 3 
6 
4 
PT 11 N 
PT 
PT 
Pl 
IS 3 
PT 
VT 
PT 
4JN 
1 IN 
4IN 
••* TRUS5 IS SY~~ET~ICftL AOOUl 1~~ CE~TERLJNE *** 
PAN[L LE •;t, T H CHORD FORCE 
0 1 = OFT 10- I:/H1N c 1 = -103~ 
p 2= dT 3- 31161'4 c 2= -1264 
I> 3= 2FT 1-111161'1 c 3= -31 N; 
p 4= ~FT 1-11J1~J1N c 4= -J,t,S 7. 
? 5= 1fT 1-1 0/1 6 I·~ ( S= -5172 
., 6=- 2 FT 1- f:/16IN c 6: -51/2 
P!6=- (FT i- P/161N c 16= 5172 
P17: efT 2- 7/16IN C17= 4'.10'> 
P~(3: 2FT 1-11/16HI C1 B = 3945 
P1'f= 2fT 1-11/16!~ c 19= 2355 
P20= HT 2- 6/16IN C20=- 0 
lo[g fvHCf JI)JNT 
-.,; 1 = 1566 J 1 = 
'rl 2= -1409 J 2= 
It 3= 1060 J 3= 
IJ 4= -992 J 4= 
lot S= t-53 J 5= 
.,. 6: -585 J 6: 
\J 7= 3~7 J17= 
.. !'.: -16? J 1l':: 
II 9= -0 J19= 
J20= 
LOAD kUCT 
, 1 
-1049 
113 
2211 
214 
163 
162 
4~ 
43 
42 
33 
SJ1'•* X 4 PT 
PRE-St-LICE IS ~ 
J17 2 112 4 PT 
J1R 3 4 PT 
PT 
J20 3 1/2 X 6 PT 
4IN 
s 
41N 
4!N 
4IN 
PT 
JOINT~ MARKfO "*" HAVE ~0 SY~~ETriiCAL MATCH 
** O~TIONAL SrLICES '* 
PT= 20 GA. { 210 PSI USING GROSS PLATE CONTACT ~REA) 
T:lP CHORD J s 4x2 NO 2 KD DE~SE SOUTHEPN PINE F=1~50 T.:1050 C=13SO 
301 CHORD IS 4X2 ~0 KD DENSE SOUTHERN PINE 
~)I 4 MINI"'lJ"' BEARING RE~UIRED AT J 1 A~D J12 
~ . Y& 
J/(..11? 
~·------------
r:j ,f:.f\0 R(VERS£: S10l ron 
VII. I:~FOnMA I'F'lN. 
I'><YT. '"0110 l'>lt4. 
L...lS......! :a· ~+ ~· ! '6-~ 
1\ 
..12/..11/ 
n :-m I~HRUCTlON-;, 
Nm t,; i) fi(.ES. I-#"&~,"'_~;.: D·r~f::/• 
E~~;.c,'"!,. "-!I .• ~ .·; ;.;;u, INC. 
Research Report 87-1 
::rrnss FACTOR-= 0.<397 ~EBS ARE TO bE 4X 2 ~0 3 KO SOUTHERN PINE 
f=1850 T=1050 C=13SG 
STRESS FACTOR= 0.996 THE FOLLO~lNG wE&S ARE DOuBLED 1, 17, 
WEB 9 lS TO 5E REilOYEO 
To• CIIOa.? '>'t4o 
+. ~ ~ ~ ·'' ~-~~·41 
../21./11 
./J NI.U,/5 
./~ (J1 ./5T'N.CUj/0 
HVO~O .1\IR CLAII.AS PRO<>rur: TAllY nt•:;HTS TO Tit I' 
~.\o\ I f. PIAL D1$~' L05f0 tiUH-ON. rtHS fH1J\YiiSG 
Ml0 111n TlC!i'·IICAL INfl' !RIA III)N IS I~':UfD ltl 
C:ONi'll1! NCf- fOR F'H~I•;; Li ! !'JG 1Nf-Ot1',1A 11'''11 
('Nl.Y III\ID W\Y Nl)l Ut il •- FfiClPlfCFI> WIIH0Ul' 
F Xl>lll.!i!\ PI AMIS!>ION (• F H fl"lO·AIII FNGINI' F !lli;C .• INC, 
NOTES: 
1. ci.JT ALL !.IO.Hifi1S TO HEAA. 
2. CENTER AU. P\.ATES ON JOINTS UNI ESS OTilEint~r: tiOTEO. 
3. IHOICI\TfO CHORD SPLICES SllALL BE LOCATLC : : 4 Ot" TH~ 
J'ANEL LFNGllt (t&") p.IEASUR£0 FROM A JI)INT. 
Page 25 
-o 
Ill 
()Q 
ro 
N 
"' 
fEST 20~ 11" 14"0.A.H. FLOOR TRUSS 
TOP CHOIIO LIVC 40..., 
OCAO 10 ..... TOP CHORD 2X4F sou PINE #2 ON KlJ 
~TTOII CHOaO OtAO 5 ..... •ono11 CMORD 2 X 4 F sou ?INE #2 DN KD 
TOTAL. OUIQN LOAD 5') PS~ 
-··· 
2X4F sou PINE #3 KD · 
TIIUS8 CtNTt•• 
UNIT STaas• LUIIaU 
IMCIIICASJ: I"\.ATt8 
PANaL POINT L.OA.De .AXIAL ro•c:n 
r 1= 0 B 1= 932 w 0= -137 w 1= -1410 R 1= 
T 2= -1 742 B 2= 2537 w 2= 1227 w 3= -1203 
T 3= -31 70 B 3= 3/88 w 4= 950 w 5= -034 
r 4= -4244 1:3 4= 4684 w 6= 690 w 7= -666 
r 5= -4063 b 5= 5225 V'i 8= 422 w 9= -398 
r 6= -536 7 d 6= 5367 ~10= 215 w 11= -142 
r 7= -536i 
JEFL: LIVE= • 42 IN • L/578 TOTAL= .'58 IN. L/420 
SID PANEL DIM= 22.0 IN. 
20 STD WERS= 15.55 rN. 45.0 uG 
CENTER DAYLITE D I .1vi= 20. 16 IN. 
h _ SA~O 
LOW JOIST PLATE SIZES 
SECOND DIMENSION IS PARALLEL TO CHORD UNLESS 
* - FIRST DIMENSION IS PARALLEL TO CHORD 
1 = 1.5 x 3.5 4 = 4 X 5.3 
2 = 3 X 3.5 
*3 = 4 X 3. 5 
~ LUMBERMATE COMPANY 8AINT LOUI8, M1880UJU 
THIS OES"N ~£STION IS IIITEIIIOED FOI USE BY THE BUilD-
18')0 .1050 1350 UC MCHITICT .U.O ENGINEDI IN l'ttEPAUTI~ Of THEIR FINAL DUIC:NS. NO RESPOMSIIIliTY IS ASSUMED fOR TM£ £Jt£CTICN, 
1850 .1050 1350 IIUCING, MD ASSEMILY TO THE COMPUTE STlUCTURE. DESi;N lASED OH CliTERIA ESTABLISHED 1Y THE ~USS P\.Ai£ 
8 75 525 700 INSTITUT£ AICD "NOS" BY THE NATIOMAL. FOit£ST PROOUCTS ASSOCIATION. • 
CUT MEMBBS TO 101. LAJEJtAU.Y SUPPORT CHORDS. 
LUMIDMATI TllUSS PlATES OF Ul.YANIZED STEEL ME INt'll· 
CATED BY UGE AltO SIZE. NfSS PLATES S£CUREl'! '* BQTM 
SIDES OF JOINTS.. CENTEJ PlATES ON JOINTS UNLESS JIIOTl9. 
_L 
1114 1 SPL !Cf A 1 ltz• z 20h~ ll• (680) T ( 611) 
i =i SPL!C£ B :! 18J.o6 3/C (68") (!'80) 
~ ~ SPLIC£ C Z 15h~ (6BO) (680) 
HANDLING AND' ERECTION 
~ ....... . ;l.l ....UOOlllfO Of TIIUGIUI SHALL NOT M PIIIMITTID. TJWOfiAIIY /liMO NA-
.. _,..t,.f l~tNG fOil HOUNNG TIIUI:SIUI PI.UWI /liMO fOil IIUIITIHG LATIIIAL I'OIICII 
"'''"LL ll otSIGHIO ANO INITALLID IY OTHIII~ MD I.OAOI, Ontlll THAlli THI UICTOIIS. 
Alll TO II ....,.LilO TO TIIUIIIUI UNTIL APTIII ALL IIIACIHG ANO ,AITI,.tiiGI Alii 01*-
'LlllD. AT HG TIMI ~L OlNCUfTIIATIO 1.01101. GIIIATIII TMAN DUIGN LOAOI. II 
""LilO TO T~la. 
~~•U ~~ IIC· I GH»-3• 1.1 GN .. !aU ~~•U 
ec 1 ~=::: ~--·· .. GH~aU1.1 GN:.'0-1 at.O 
IIC 2A 
BOTIOM CHOAD SI'LICEI TCW CHORD SPLICES 
All p141ea GN20 IJICIIpt 8C-2. IC.ZA No•: MaalniUm - IPIICI per chonl 
on lldl aide of Cll'lllfllne. 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
THII DATA ... IT, /liMO THI IIWOIIMATIOH HIIIEON, II THE rROPEIITY Of AVTOMATID 11/tLOIHG c:otoWQNINT1. INC.. 
/liMO • MOT TO H CIOPIID IN WHOLI Olt IN 'ART, 011 lAID fOil UHAVTHOIIIZEO ElC"--ITATIOH OF THE ITfMI Dl • 
C:U.O HlfllliN, Oil. IN AMY OTHER WAY DIICL.ORO 011 USED fOil FURNISHING INFORMATION TO OTHERS. USE OF THII 1 
ITIIuc:TUIIAL COMPONINT IN A CIOIIII'LETE ITIIUCNIII MUST IE AT THE SI'ECIFK:ATION OF THE DESIGNER OF SAID 
~TI ITIIuc:T\IfiiE. AU. LATERAL IIIACING SPEC:IFIED HEIII:ON IS FOR II' ACING INOIVIOUAL TIIUSS ltiEMIEII$ ONLY, 
IIEITIIAINT Of LATIIIAL IIIACIHG ANO AOOITIONAL IIIACING FOil OVEIIALL STIIuc:TUIIE IS TO IE PIIOVIOEO IY OE· 
IIGNIII OJ Ci()WLITIITIIUCTUIIE. 
-, .. , ......... ~...-
GG .... ,.,.. 
r: GN:I0-3al.2 1 r- GN:I0-4 a11.1 I ha.t 
~ ~~~ ~~ " t ~ 1a-~ """-leotl'lo.._T- f'GH ~ I~ 
GN ... a!Q.I ..._ GN:10la3.1 ~'GN .. Iall.l 
t-._c:. .. llntltCiooi()Ny 
FAIIIIICATOII : 
Clot,._ a-~ AJw Et ..... 
GH:I0-1 a 2.1 
IM ~ 
~ r:/1 
J;l:::g L GN:I0-1. 11.0 
ALTERNATE TOP CHORD BEARING ALTERNATE CANTILEVER CONDITION ALTERNATE INTERIOR BEARING CONDITION 
No11: S.llpldll pletlng lnl1nlctionl 
f« t.ntlleww Tru-. 
TCWCHORD 
~ 
BOTTOM CHORD 114•r,.._ 
ALTERNATE DOUBLE CliTWEBS 
FOil USE WITH 
BANG-NAI~ 
'If/ 
5 PANELS e ~ '2 1 EACH . 1 !f./J.• 1 .l.J..!.. 
DESIGN & FABRICATION DATA 
DESIGN ltloO fAIIUCATION MEETS WITH LATEST 
REII I:>IVN Of : "NATIONAl. DESIGN SPECifiCATIONS 
fUH ~ r HESS.GIIADE LUitiiEII AND ITS fASTENINGS" 
U NHA. "TIMI£11 C:ONSTIIuc:TION STANDAIIOS" 
IY ·"TC ANO " DESIGN WECifiCATIONS fOil LIGHT 
llltl AL rLATE CONNEt;IED Wooo TIIUSSES" IY TP'I, 
GANO·NAIL HARDWARE LUMBER SPECIFICATIONS DESIGN CRITERIA 
STAMPED FROM •• • • • GA. GALVANIZED STEEL: TCW CHORD 4 x 2 ,..,... """'""' LIVE LOAD • ~;, P'.S.f. 
wFo . • suwu1o aY AUTOMATED euiLOING tJ.~·--· L . K;O;~:-~ .. V-1J~.n==== ouo LOAD • , ( J ,.v . 4x2 EconoFioor Truss 
=~:~~ IN;;~~~·:~:~~~Lo~~~: ~ED~U~A~·Olli.=-~ .. ~- · ::a~·ru:· :-£~9~-========J BOTTDfll CHORD uvE LOAD • · - · P.S.F. 
?,.S.f. ~WA:,;;II~I:...:O;;.;N:...;IO;;:,.:.;Tlt:.;.II:;.D::,:E:,:S;.;:O;;_F..;.T;;;IIUSS=.;.;FA;,;;C:,:l:;... ---IBOTIOM CHORD 4x 2 OEAD LOAD • 
NOTE ;.._l:f.?_:: .I _ ~~-=g~p:.-,...c'"'p=--~F1:>.i..-d+-e...-. TOTAL DESIGN LOAD • ??P'.S.F . 
.....:':')' :>If 
SPAN • _ ... t ..... L:.._-__.....:<:....1 _ 
... I'OSI--T-ION--PLA-T-ES_;_SY.;;.M_M_E_TII_I_CA_L_L_Y_AICVT_--1~.~(0.~\/~A~. f:::O~ft::_!'"D!.!:E~m~·:!fC~========··::..· ~T~R~USS~II~Af~TE~II~SI'~A~C~ING~·~~"Z~';· ~c;.-;.;•~• ~CI'C~ !~INT UNLISI OTHEII DIMEitSIOid AilE WEBS 4 X 2 NO. 3 so. PINE OR UNIT STRESS IN«;.AEASE FOR SHOIIT TIME LOADING: ~- .-) .... ) L _·\1 A. r:·. _ c.~· ..• 
....,..... u GANG·NAIL~" LUMIEII 0 '4 ""'\...>( _ .,_... K, L 
THII "0'" IYMIOL INDICA TEl THE I'OSITION ~EJll:J71Btli:£.ll!JA ..1ll , ...iZ. · .~-: r/ 2 • ·1 
Of PI.ATIIN IIELATIOH TO wooo MEMIEIIS. ~JUJt:mR~: - -· -- · ~~_ao.:: ~=~:~~ .. .: ~~~~:2 • -·~,I .1 -I 
... 5:rcr"· 
DIIAWN 1Y 
E.l!.l 
DEPTH- .;..I 4._• __ _ 
DATI IJOIIIUMIIII '=> _ 3 3 ·~C.J 
4- _ri)·i' ~NUMIEa 
t,;UUI 
T~·-u 
SPAN DEPTH WE ~ ~ Liv[ L. 
20 ' 6.o• 12.0" 33,7 ~G 40,0 P S F 
NUMBER OF FULL PANELS AT 2.75 FT= 8 
T/C B/C 
1 1= o.oo B 1= Ut,9 .61 w 1 == -
T 2=- 2500.73 B 2-= 3631. ~16 I,.. I ~ .:;: 
T 3-"'- 4-~45.00 [; 3= ~:?5~ ~ J.~ l4 4 == 
[1[()[1 L. 
10.·)PSF 
CEILING 
5.0 F' ~; F 
Ir! o. c. 
~4.0" 
BRG 
1.0 KEY 
NOTE:TRUSS PLATED FOR SOUTHERN PINE 
WEB WEB 
173~.'i. 35 
1433, !B w 3::::- 1433.10 
1030.~'1 w 5=-- 1030.2'7 
D~F CODE 
360.0 DEF CON 
~SI 
PAtENT a>. 3651,612 
1) WEB HEMB~ 2x4 (l.SxJ.S) 
S"IANMRD L.F. DOUGlAS FIR 
OR t;O. 3 SOtrrn:ERN PI.' \F. 
T 4=--- :.7~3.32 B 4= ·"'>24U. :::,o w 6 """ 6~.'7. 40 w ·;=--- . 6 :··?. 40 2) PIJ.TE ST:!ES ARE GIVEN AS lliDTH 
T :::;:.::- 6425.69 B C' -_,_ 6.:-.02.89 w 8"" 224. ::-;1 w 9 ~-::- 224.31 
LUMB~R SF·ECIFICATlONS 
TOP '~i lf'RD :.>.~: 4 ( l • 5 • :L ~; • > 
SOUTHERN PINE K.U. NU1D 
DOL.iGU::S FH\ SSrtF 
DEFLErTION AN~LYSIS SOUTHERN PINE 
DEAD LOAD D~FLECTION 0.20" 
LIVE LO~D DEFLECliD~ 0.55 " 
v 1::.: o.o AND LESG'iH A!;"D SP.OL'LD BE POSinO!n:D 
IN THAT ~lr\:~TR tn:Lf:SS OTiiERI<t!SE XO:'!:!l, 
3) SPLICES 
SP ,A 2(3-1018) 
SP,! 2 (3-1018) F'../.T :-9 32: 2(2 • .5-10) srn:. 
FL\! 
TOTAL LOAD DEFLECTinN 0.75" 
ALL8WAB Lf L.L. DrFL <LC/360,) =0.68" 
PLATES ARE TRUSWA!. MJDEL 20. 
sP.C 2(3-1018) 
2(3-1018) SIDE ~~ ~ I 
BO rTOH CH'JRD 2X4 ( t , ~" 3, 5" > 
SOil fHH:N r:·INE K. [1, riO:J. [I 
ftU\ !GLAS FIR DSS 
RECOMMENl.tFD CAM£. 1.. F\ .40" 
SYl-fi·l. 2ND [! JAG 
~ 
1::!.0" 
~~~~~~~~__j 
TrusWai-Ronel plates are fonn~ from 18 alld 20 qauge, Grade A, hot-Gippod galvanized steel. Plate~ 
shall be ar.!'lt :oo to beth faces of truss at each jo.nt. Where dimensions are not shown, place plate;~ 
symrr.etncally abcut )oint. Whore no sheath lr.g Is applied dlrer.tly to top C;'lords, they shall be braced 
~i~;.~~~' a~0~~~~~e:i~~t.~~~~;~~e ,ng._~~.1 dAT~~~d~t~~~f,P/~~r~/r~~!1li ~:~ ~~~:Tie~.,<>;~~rl~~=vl:h,~: 
bract:- ; t'ldt~•·lual truss members only. All permanent t>rac:ng fer the Ovl.l;all structure Is to be 
pro .. td!ld by de~I;Jrllr ol complete structure. TrusWc:I-Ronol bears no respons,bility for the ~rectlon of 
tn.· ~ses . ~ersons P.•';:(.tin~ trusses are (:.jUtloned to seek profe:!sional <.dvice regarding temporary 
er:}<-! .0n or.> .::tn;: whtch 15 a tv.ays req~med to prevent toppl ing and "dominoing". This truss has been 
df! ~• ~<1!Kl !o n•e31 " p:•C<J:::.:e prcv: sions o~ tt;e "NJtiona! Design Specifications for Stress-Grade 
Lum~r a"'O .t s fa ::;P.nllt<.; s" (NFPA) and '·OE:sign Spec ificat ions fer Li!: '"lt Metal Plate Connected 
SP.C 
20 ' 6,0" CLEAR SPAN 
LIVE LOAD . 
DEAD LOAD 
CEtUNC. l. L. 
CEILING 0 . L. 
• SP,A 
40.0 
io·. 6 p.s.f. 
p.s.f. 
p.s.f. 
. :=i .• <J. s>.s.f. 
------
::;~), 0 p.s.f. 
~~ 
TRUSWAL 
RONEL 
vVVSI\1 
0.0 F'C ~ 
Allowable Unit Stress ~·1· J~....,. ......a-~ -~ r . ,r~ 
SP.D 2(3-818) FUT ---~---
JOB NAME 
PITCH/DEPTH SPAH SPACING 
I __ • · • • l ~~ 
OAAW!'l SV CHECKED liY 
* t ~ OATf 
FILE NO. 
~ I I I ' I I l i'•OM Tr :;r,~_,~" (TF't). C\tl!ing and Fabrir;atlon ~h;~ll ta ;;ccomplistted u·;ing tr;ulpment which will ;;n1 !':C ~"t'l') f; t::ng j"''•'!'; ili'';J pla!&S . Care S'lOUid .be (UI1rt :sed at 3iltirnu·; 10 aVOi(l d::1mr.g0 through CA~r·· : ~3 ""' .1• r.g c. . I ..:~ ·. :::; dunn)) ur.ie:aatng, s!ortr:y and crPction. Increase for Short Term L~dlng L....:J..i>i.1!'itn r:- '-...... 
·--4-·-------1"-------------··J ----·----· - ---------------1.---------L.---
Top Chord 
Bot Chord 
Webs 
2x4 
2x4 
2x4 
#1 Dense KD Southern 
#1 Dense KD Southern 
#3 Southern Pine 
No wane or loose knot~ should occur in 
plate contact area. 
2x3 3x6 
3x6 3x6 
Pine 
Pine 
the 
Camber Top & Bot Chords 3/8" @ f 
17 I Lf- 11 
24"Max 
GENERAL NOTES 
.AI.I'III( Q,IIIII((,J!i& AI[ 20 'AGf GAI.VAJIIUD STlH Mil SHAll M. AP-
rtttD TO IIUIH fACES ilf TIUSS AT £ACH JOIU PUT£S SHAll IE lOC.U£0 
AS SHow.- AIIOVl A TOlERANCE Of UP TO In Of GtVEII P~T£ MEA ON 
MY r.I£MBER IS rr.JtMJnED UIIUSS THE ABOn SPfCitiWIONS tOI 
lUMIICR AND Ali'INE CON•£CTOIS Ml fOlLOWED, ntf•E SHAll a 110 
WAP.AAIIltES Of TttiS O(SIG!i . fli'I(SS Oil IMPliED. CIJ'!liiiC & fAIIktCA 
lliiA 11£Quut£s tQu~rau•r wHICH WilL l'tlooucr sJIJr.'nTI'IJI.."'llllm 
AIIO PWCS Sfl "QUAliTY COIITiilL MAIIUAL" 81 TRUSS I'UH tii~IITUT£ 
(T!'Il OV(I(I.tl I Clu,lHS A~OM( . .. WRIIIG UCH fiiD . lURING WIDT~S 
Ur IO"l'"lm II£ USED. PUMITTIIIG All IIICRm£ Ill OVERAll lfllt:.IH 
UP TO 1·· Of SIGN STAIIOAIIDS CO .. fORM WITH 4m iCABH rRO\IISIOII~ Of 
·fiiAliONArmftrnarrrtlltON fOR STIHS GlAD£ IUOIIBU AIIO ITS 
FASTlfiiMCS" ~,..IIONAl roUST I'IIOOUCTS ASSOCIAnOII) Ar.lt ·•Of)IGII 
Sl10tlCATIOr.S fUll UCtfl lolllAL P'IAlt COIIIICCTrO I\'OOtl 111\lS\IS" 
WARNING 
~ \,~iftlc':u:~~. ';~a ~:U~SJf~~~~~~~,H~~~5s D;i~~~~ 
TIIUS~£S ARE CAIITIOIUD TO SUit rltOrESSIONAt. AOVttE IIHiAROIIIG 
fi(CrtON BIIACIIIC WHICH IS AlWAYS UQIHlED TO Pll(i'llil 10rPUIIG 
AIID DOMIIIOIIIC DURIMC EIIECIIOII, AIID PU'MAIIUil BRACING WHICH 
MAY BE lllQUIIICD Ill SPECifiC Ai>PliCATIOICS. SH "BIIAtiiiC WOOD 
TIIUSSlS": CO .. MflllARY AND lfCOMM£NCATtOIIS. (JI't) TRUSSES 
SHALL IE £RCCJ[D AIID fA:iTEIIED Ill A ~IIIAIGHT AND l'lUMB 
ruSITIOII WH£11£ NO SHUTHIIIG IS AI'I'UED DIRECTlY TO TOr 
CliOIIDS, lHlY SHAll If BIACfD AT A MU. SPACING Of .ro·· 0 C. 
I'IHEIIC liD IIGIO WliiiG IS _,LIED lliRftTLY TO BOTTOM CIIOIIDS, 
lrlfY SHAI L 8[ IAAC£0 AT A MAl. SrAr.llllt Ot 10'0" 0 C TRUSSES 
Slim 8( HANilltD WHH llfASOIIAIU CAIIt DURIIIG FAI:IIUCATION. 
Allo [II( CHON TO I'IIEVENT DAMAGE 
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APPENDIX B. LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES FOR SHORT-TERM TESTS 
TRUSS NO . 1. 1, SPAN 21'-1', DEPTH 12' 
3 hour hold-H- Failure 
" 
Dlr2IL __ II ..._ Second loading 
~-Unload and Second loading 
CENTER LINE DEFLECTION, IN. 
WI'D SF,QUI:NCE 
1) DL to DL+2.0IL 
2) Hold 3 hours 
3) Return to DL 
4) Increase load again 
to failure 
151 
,.., 
TRUSS NO. 1. 3t SPAN 21'-l'r DEPTH 12' 
CENTER LINE DEFLECT I ON' IN. 
151 
,.., 
TRUSS NO. 2.2, SPAN 11 1-6', DEPTH 12' 
151 
N 
CENTER LINE DEFLECT ION, IN. 
2ill:l 
IBli! 
,_ 16li! 
... 
[!! I 'iii! 111 
rt: 
It 121:! 
..,; 
~ ll:llil 
"" ~ Bil Cl 
..J 
61:! 
'il:l 
2il 
21il9 
IBil 
t 169 
ci I 'iii! 111 
[5 
Q.. 129 
..,; 
til 
ll:llil ..J 
.; 
~ Bil c 
..J 
6li! 
'iil 
2li! 
2li!l:l 
IBI:l 
,_ 169 
... 
ci 149 111 
a: 
w 
Q.. 129 
..,; 
10 
IBB ..J 
.; 
a: Bl:l 5 
61:! 
'iB 
2il 
TRUSS NO . 1.2, SPAN 21'-1', DEPTH 12' 
~ ~ ~ 
,.; ~ ,.j 
CENTER LINE DHLECT ION, IN. 
TRUSS NO . 2.1, SPAN 11'-6. I DEPTH 12' 
~ ~ ~ 
,.; ,.; ,.j 
CENTER L I HE DEfLECT I ON1 IN. 
TRUSS NO. 2.3, SPAN 11'-6', DEPTH 12' 
l5l 
N 
CENTER LINE DEfLECTION, IN. 
,.j 
,.j 
,.j 
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2BB 
IBB 
..... 16B 
.... 
ai llfB Ln 
0:: 
w 
IL 121! 
~ IBB 
0 
a: BB 9 
6B 
lfB 
2B 
21i!B 
IBB 
..... 16B 
.... 
ai llfB Ln 
0:: 
w 
IL 12B 
ui 
lSI 
IBB __, 
0 
a: BB Cl 
__, 
61! 
lfB 
2B 
2BB 
IBB 
.....: 16B 
.... 
ai llfB Ln 
0:: 
w 
IL 12B 
ui 
lSI lBB __, 
0 
a: BB Cl 
__, 
6B 
lfB 
2B 
TRUSS ND . 3.1t SPAN 28'-11', DEPTH llf' 
VI 
151 
CENTER L I HE DEfLECT I DNt IN. 
151 
.., 
TRUSS ND. 3.3t SPAN 21!'-11', DEPTH llf' 
151 
"' 
VI 
"' 
CENTER LINE DEfLECTION' IN. 
151 
.., 
TRUSS ND. lf.2t SPAN 22 1-B', DEPTH llf' 
VI 
151 
CENTER L I HE DEfLECT I DHt 1 H. 
151 
,., 
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I Iilii! 
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6B 
lflil 
21il 
TRUSS ND. 3 . 2, SPAN 21il'-ll't DEPTH llf' 
CENTER LINE DEfLECTIDNt IN. 
TRUSS ND. lf.lt SPAN 22'-B', DEPTH llf' 
VI 
"' 
CENTER LINE DEfLECTION, IH. 
TRUSS HD . lf.3t SPAN 22'-B't DEPTH llf' 
VI 
"' 
CENTER L I HE DEfLECT I DHt I H. 
151 
,., 
VI 
.., 
VI 
,., 
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2B9 TRUSS ND. S: . lt SPAN 17'-'i•, DEPTH 12• 299 TRUSS ND. S:.2t SPAN 17 1-'i•, DEPTH 12' 
189 189 
,_ 169 ,_ 169 ... ... 
~ l'i9 ffi l'i9 111 
0:: a:: 
:t w 129 11. 129 
ui ui 
~ 199 ~ 199 
0 0 a: 89 a: 89 0 0 
-' ...J 
69 69 
'i9 'i9 
2B 29 
"'! ~ "'! ~ ~ Lit "'! ~ "'! Lit 151 111 rsi ,; 151 
"' 
ITl ITl 
CENTER LINE DEfLECT I ONt IN. CENTER LINE DEfLECTION, IN. 
229 229 
299 
TRUSS ND. S:. 3t SPAN 17 1-'i't DEPTH 12' 
299 TRUSS ND . 6 . It SPAN 17
1
-'i't DEPTH 12' 
IBB IBB 
,_ 16B ...: 169 
... ... 
~ l'iB ~ l'i9 111 L/1 
a:: a:: 
w w 
11. 12B 11. 12B 
ui ui ~ IBB Ill IBB -' 
0 0 
a: BB a: 89 0 ~ ...J 
6B 6B 
'i9 'iB 
2B 2B 
Lit 
"'! ~ "'! ~ 151 Lit "'! ~ 151 ~ 151 111 
s 
"' 
ITl ,; 151 
"' "' 
ITl ITl 
CENTER LINE DEfLECT I DNt IN. CENTER L I HE DEfLECT I DNt IN. 
2'iB TRUSS NO . 6.2, SPAN 17'-'i't DEPTH 12' 2'iB TRUSS ND . 6 . 3t SPAN 17 1-'i't DEPTH 12' 
22B 22B 
2BB 2BB 
IBB 189 
,_ 16B ,_ 16B 
... ... 
~ l'iB ~ I 'iS L/1 L/1 
a:: a:: 
w w 
11. 129 11. 12B 
ui ui 
Ill 
...J ISB ~ ISS 
0 0 
a: BB a: as 0 0 
-' ...J 
6S 6B 
'iB 'iB 
2B 2B 
Lit 
"'! ~ s 111 Lit "'! ~ 151 111 151 Lit 
151 ,_; ,_; ITl ,., 151 
"' "' 
ITl ,; 
CENTER Ll NE DEfLECT I DNt IN. CENTER LINE DEHECTIDNt IN. 
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